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Abstract. In the third-party model for the distribution of data, the data owner
provides a third party (referred to as the dealer) with data as well as integrity ver-
ification information for that data, in the form of digital signatures that the dealer
can use to convince a user of the data’s integrity (the dealer is not trusted with
the owner’s signature keys, which is why it receives pre-signed items). The user’s
interactions are with the dealer, who is in charge of enforcing access control and
confidentiality for the data (i.e., no user should learn more than the outcome of
their authorized query). This kind of outsourcing is becoming increasingly impor-
tant because of its advantageous economics – a dealer who acts as a repository
for many owners can achieve economies of scale that are not feasible for the in-
dividual owners, and the model allows the data owners to focus on what they do
best (the creation and/or acquisition of high-quality data). A problem that arises
in the context of outsourced databases (particularly for XML data) is the follow-
ing: There is a total order Π on n items stored with the dealer, and a user query
consists of a pair of items whose relative ordering should be revealed along with a
proof that the result is correct. The proof is generated using the dealer’s local data
(i.e., without bothering the data owner). The main difficulty is achieving efficient
storage and query-processing while achieving the desiderata (that the user should
learn nothing other than the answer to their query, and that a misbehaving dealer
should not be able to convince a user of a wrong ordering). This paper gives a
solution that is provably secure under a new assumption and can efficiently gen-
erate a very short proof. Furthermore, this scheme is generalized to partial orders
that can be decomposed into d total orders. In this case, a user either learns the
ordering of the queried items, or learns that they are incomparable.
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1 Introduction

Critical data is nowadays accessed through the Internet, often through servers that do
not belong to the data owner. The protection of such re-distributed information was
explicitly mentioned by Tygar in his early summary of critical open problems in elec-
tronic commerce [42]. When important decisions are made based on such data (e.g.,
business, health-care, scientific, etc), it becomes especially important to provide a user
the means of verifying the integrity of the data to which they are entitled; such access
rights for data occur because of a user’s role in their organization, their government
security clearance level, or perhaps because of payment for access. A compelling case
was made in the third-party distribution literature, reviewed below in Section 5, for the
use of schemes that reduce the trust level required from a third-party dealer. But some
thorny issues arise when data distribution is done through a third party dealer who is
“moderately trusted” in the sense that, although the data owner relies on the dealer for
distribution, the owner does not wish to provide the dealer with the authority to sign
on its behalf; this is typically not out of fear for the signature keys (special keys can
be created for that purpose), but rather for purposes of data quality control and fear of
liability – a compromised dealer should not have the capability of convincing users that
corrupted data is pristine. This caution is often not motivated by mistrust of the dealer
as an organization, rather, it is a realistic recognition of the fact that networked systems
are vulnerable to break-ins, spyware, insider misbehavior, or simply accidents.

The third-party distribution model offers many economic advantages but also a chal-
lenge: How does the third-party distributor, who does not have the authority to sign,
prove to a user the integrity of the answer to the user’s query? There are typically too
many possible queries for the owner to pre-sign and store with the dealer a signature
for each – the space taken by the data and its signatures on the dealer’s system should
have size that is close to linear in the size of that data. The problem is conceptually easy
when a query asks for a subset of the n data items, as the use of aggregate signatures
enables the dealer to convince the user with a single signature (that would be the ag-
gregate, computed by the dealer, of the pre-stored signatures for the individual items
in the user’s query). But queries about semi-structured data involve comparisons, e.g.,
they require a proof that node v is to the left of a sibling node w without revealing to
the user anything else (e.g., the number of other siblings that are between v and w in
the structure); the authors of [28,29] explicitly make the case for the necessity in the
XML context of carrying out sibling-order comparisons with the exact properties we
require. The problem of comparisons also arises with “flat” data, when there is value-
added information computed by the owner and that imposes structure on the individual
items. The simplest such structure is a total ordering of the n items stored at the dealer,
according to the data owner’s proprietary evaluation methodology for the items; there
could even be k such total orderings, each of which is based on different evaluation
criteria from the others. A user who is comparing the qualifications of two or more of
the items stored with the dealer will want to know which is the best for the purpose
contemplated. Examples of such criteria include: For publicly traded securities, their
current level of attractiveness as an investment, or how they will be affected by some
future event; in geopolitical consulting, estimates how one specific hypothetical future
would impact various corporate or political entities (or, more boldly, estimates of the
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likelihood of each of n possible futures to materialize); for individuals or corporations
offering services, their levels of proficiency, or future promise, or likelihood of mis-
behavior; for technologies or products, their effectiveness/reliability/cost for particular
tasks. If a user is only authorized to compare two items X and Y, providing the user
with the actual score of each would allow the user to compare items other than X and
Y (violating disclosure rules, and possibly depriving the data owner of future revenue).

Our contribution: This paper presents an efficient and provably secure scheme for the
problem of authenticated secure comparisons that was informally sketched above, and
that will be more formally defined in the next section. The scheme requires an amount
of storage, at the dealer, that is O(n log n) where n is the number of items, and the setup
and protocols are efficient in that they take a constant amount of communication (hence
rounds). We prove that our scheme does not reveal to a user anything other than the
outcome of a comparison, that a user can verify the correctness of the answer, and that
a rogue dealer is unable to prove a false answer to a query. The security of our scheme
is proven in the standard model and is based on a new assumption over bilinear maps,
which we call a Computational Linear Splitting Assumption (CLS): That it is hard for
an adversary who has ga, gb, gc, gd to produce gm and gn such that mn = ab+cd (note
that a decisional version of this assumption is not true). To give evidence of the security
of this assumptions, we prove CLS is secure in the generic group model.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Notation

The security of our approach is in the computational model, and thus we assume the
adversaries are probabilistic polynomial time (PPT). A function ε(n) is negligible if for
all polynomials p, ∃N such that ∀n > N , ε(n) < 1

p(n) . Given a set S, the notation

s
U← S corresponds to choosing a value uniformly from S.

2.2 Problem Formulation

In our model we consider three types of entities, a data owner, a data dealer, and users.
The data owner has a set of identities which we denote as {1, . . . , n}1 and a permuta-
tion Π : {1, . . . , n} → {1, . . . , n} that defines a total ordering of the identities (based
on, e.g., some proprietary information of the data owner). The data owner would like to
support queries of the form ”Which is greater according to Π , identity i or identity j?”.
What makes this difficult is that the data owner wants to provide the answers in an out-
sourced, verified, and zero-knowledge manner. More specifically, the data owner does
not want to provide a service that answers queries, and would like instead to outsource
the answering of such queries to the data dealer. However, the users of the system do
not trust that the data dealer will honestly answer queries, and thus the data dealer must
provide a proof that the results are correct (“as good if the user got them directly from

1 If the identities are not in this domain, then the data owner simply provides a mapping between
the real identities and these values.
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the owner”). Finally, the queries should be answered in a confidential manner such that
the users do not receive additional information other than the answers of their queries
as well as what can be inferred from such queries.

Formally, authenticated outsourced secure comparisons consist of three algorithms:

1. SETUP(Π, 1κ) takes as input the ordering Π of the identities and a security pa-
rameter 1κ. The output is (dk, pk) which are respectively the dealer key and the
public key.

2. PROVE(i, j, pk, dk) takes as input identities i and j (such that Π(i) < Π(j)), the
public key, pk, and the dealer key, dk. The output is a certificate cert.

3. VRFY(i, j, pk, cert) takes as input identities i and j, the public key, pk, and a
certificate cert. The output of this algorithm is a binary value b. If b = 1 we say the
the certificate is accepted, otherwise we say that the certificate is rejected.

2.3 Security Definitions

The security goals of this paper are threefold: i) correctness, ii) protection against dis-
honest dealer, and iii) zero-knowledge queries.

Correctness. The correctness requirement simply states that if the dealer is honest then
the verification algorithm accepts the certificates. More formally, given permutation Π
and security parameter κ, then ∀i, j ∈ [1, n] such that Π(i) < Π(j):

Pr
[
VRFY(i, j, pk, cert) = 1 :

(dk, pk)← SETUP(Π, 1κ), cert← PROVE(i, j, dk, pk)
]

= 1.

Protection against Dishonest Dealer. This requirement states that a dishonest dealer
cannot convince an honest user that Π(i) < Π(j) when in fact Π(j) < Π(i). For
a specific protocol Λ = (SETUP, PROVE, VRFY), this notion is captured in the
experiment in Figure 1. Protocol Λ is secure against forgery by a dishonest dealer if,
for all probabilistic polynomial time adversaries A, Pr[Expdealer-forge

Λ,A (1κ, Π)] = 1] is
negligible in κ.

Zero Knowledge Queries. Let π be an oracle that provides indirect access to the or-
dering Π ; moreover, π(i, j) returns 1 if Π(i) < Π(j) and returns 0 otherwise. Suppose
algorithm SIMπ has oracle access to π. More specifically, whenever SIM needs to know
the relationship about i and j it queries the oracle for π(i, j). After several queries to
π, let Ĝ be the relationship graph defined by these queries. Clearly, if there is no path
between i and j (or vica versa) in Ĝ, then either ordering is possible. Furthermore, SIM
does not know this relationship. Informally, a scheme has zero-knowledge queries if for
every PPT adversaryA, there is a PPT simulator SIMπ that can simulate theA’s view
in the real protocol.

More formally, in the real protocolA is given the public key pk, and then can adap-
tively ask for the comparison and certificate for each of the pairs (i1, j1), . . . , (im, jm).
Thus the view of adversary A is (pk, res1, cert1, . . . , resm, certm) where resi is the
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Experiment Expdealer-forge
Λ,A (1κ, Π)

(dk, pk)← SETUP(1κ, Π)
(i, j, cert)← A(1κ, Π, dk, pk)
if Π(i) > Π(j) and VRFY(i, j, pk, cert) = 1 then return 1
else return 0

Fig. 1. A forgery experiment involving a dishonest dealer

Experiment ExpCLS
A (1κ)

[q, G, GT , g, e]← BGen(1κ)

a, b, c, d
U← Zq

(α, β)← A(q,G, GT , g, e, ga, gb, gc, gd)
if e(α, β) = e(ga, gb) ∗ e(gc, gd) then return 1
else return 0

Fig. 2. ExpCLS
A (1κ)

result of the ith comparison, and we denote this view as VIEWΛ
A(1κ, Π). In the simu-

lated protocolA interacts with a simulator SIMπ, which must produce a public key and
then adaptively provide comparisons and certificates for pairs (i1, j1), . . . , (im, jm).
Let SIMπ

A(1κ) be the values output by a simulator when asked queries by adversaryA.
We say that Λ provides perfect zero knowledge queries if for all PPT adversaries

A, there exists a PPT simulator SIM such that VIEWΛ
A(1κ, Π) and SIMπ

A(1κ) are
identically distributed.

2.4 Bilinear Maps and Assumptions

We utilize bilinear maps in our protocol. Specifically, we utilize a method BGen(1κ)
that produces G = [q, G, GT , g, e] where G and GT are groups of order q, q is a prime
with κ bits, g is a generator of the group G, and e : G × G → GT is a non-degenerate
mapping where the bilinear property holds. That is, e(gr, gs) = e(g, g)rs.

In this paper we propose a new assumption (which is proven secure in the generic
group model in the Appendix), called the Computational Linear Splitting (CLS) as-
sumption. At a high level, CLS states that if an adversary is given G, g, ga, gb, gc, gd,
then it is hard for the adversary to produce gm and gn such that mn = ab + cd.
Clearly, a decisional version of this assumption is not true. That is, given gm and gn

it is easy to verify whether mn = ab + cd. This is done by simply checking whether
e(gm, gn) = e(ga, gb) ∗ e(gc, gd). Our protocols take advantage of this gap between
the computational and decisional versions of these problems, by requiring the prover
to create such a pair of values, which can then be verified by the user. More formally,
the CLS experiments is defined in Figure 2. Our assumption is that for all probabilistic
polynomial time adversaries A, Pr[ExpCLS

A (1κ) = 1] is negligible in κ. It is useful
to compare this assumption to the well-known Computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH)
assumption, which states that it is difficult to computer gab when given ga and gb. Ob-
viously, if the CDH problem is easy, then so is the CLS problem. However, the converse
does not appear to be true since the adversary has the flexibility of choosing any m and
n values.
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3 Scheme

Initially we introduce two straightforward solutions to the problem, based on signatures.
We then proceed to the main construction of the paper.

3.1 Two Straightforward Schemes

Suppose that (KeyGen, Sign, Vrfy) is a standard signature scheme. A simple solution
to this problem is to set the public key to the verification key, and ∀i, j ∈ [1, n] the
owner signs the message i||j (resp j||i) if Π(i) < Π(j) (resp Π(j) < Π(i)). The
dealer is then simply given all of these signatures. When the user asks for a proof about
a pair of values the dealer simply provides the signature from the owner. Now, forging
a proof is as hard as forging a signature, and confidentiality follows because all that
is revealed is the result. The downside with this approach is that the dealer must store
O(n2) values which limits the scalability of this approach.

Another approach takes the following form: The owner creates commitments for the
rank of each items and signs messages of the form (i||Commit(Π(i))) for all i ∈ [1, n]
and sends these signatures to the dealer. When the user asks for the comparison of i and
j, the dealer reveals the corresponding commitments and their signatures along with a
zero knowledge proof that the value held by one commitment is smaller than the other
value. We delay an exact comparison of this approach to our approach until section 5.1.

3.2 A More Interesting Scheme

The two key ideas in our scheme are (i) the use of dummy values each with a number
of pre-signed comparison statements about how each dummy value compares relative
to some of the identities; (ii) the randomization of the signed statements involving the
dummies (so that the user cannot recognize if the same dummy is involved in two
comparisons). The dummy values are set up in a sorted binary tree. The root of the tree
will be used to prove that any identity in the left half of the tree is smaller than any
identity in the right half of the tree. The rest of the internal nodes of the tree are used
to prove relationships between nodes in the same subtree. A crucial property that we
exploit is that if Π(i) < Π(j), then there will be exactly one node in the binary tree
such that i is in the left subtree of the node and j is in the right subtree; hiding which
node is being so used, is necessary to prevent extra information from being revealed.

The algorithms are as follows:

– SETUP Run BGen(1κ) to obtain G = [q, G, GT , g, e]. Choose 2n+2 values from
Zq and denote them by s, s′, s+

1 , . . . , s+
n , s−1 , . . . , s−n and n− 1 values t1, . . . , tn−1

from Z�
q . Let T̂ be a complete binary tree built on top of the sorted (according to

Π) version of [1, n], that is, the leftmost (resp., rightmost) leaf of T̂ is the i such
that Π(i) = 1 (resp., Π(i) = n). Denote the non-leaf nodes of T̂ as v1, . . . , vn−1.
For each non-leaf node vj of T̂ the following is done: For every i in the left subtree2

of vj in T̂ , the owner creates a value Ri,j = g
ss

+
i

tj . For every i in the right subtree

2 Where the “left subtree” of a node is the subtree of the node’s left child.
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Fig. 3. Example Tree

of vj in T̂ , the owner creates a value Si,j = g
s′s−

i
tj . At a high level Ri,j (resp. Si,j)

will be a “certificate” that i is in the left (resp., right) subtree of vj . Denote all of
these R values (resp., S values) for all vertices as the set R̂ (resp., Ŝ).
The respective keys produced are as follows:

• Public Key pk: G, gs, gs′
, gs+

1 , . . . , gs+
n , gs−

1 , . . . , gs−
n

• Dealer Key dk: T̂ , Π, R̂, Ŝ, gt1 , . . . , gtn−1

– PROVE When given i, j, pk, and dk such that Π(i) < Π(j), the dealer finds the
unique vertex vk ∈ T̂ such that i is in the left subtree of vk and j is in the right sub-
tree of vk. Choose a random α from Z�

q and set cert := (Ri,k
α ∗ Sj,k

α, (gtk)α−1
) =

(g
α(ss

+
i

+s′s−
j

)

tk , g
tk
α ).

– VRFY When given i, j, pk, and cert = (β, γ), then check if e(β, γ) = e(gs, gs+
i )∗

e(gs′
, gs−

j ). Output 1 if this check is true and output 0 otherwise.

Example: Suppose that n = 4, the tree created by the above algorithm is shown in
Figure 3. For this example, the R and S values that would be part of the dealer key are as
follows: RΠ−1(1),1, RΠ−1(3),2, RΠ−1(1),3, RΠ−1(2),3, SΠ−1(2),1, SΠ−1(4),2, SΠ−1(3),3,
and SΠ−1(4),3. Let x = Π−1(2) and y = Π−1(3). To prove that Π(x) < Π(y), the
PROVE protocol would use node v3 which separates the two nodes in the tree. That is,
the certificate would be: (RΠ−1(2),3

α ∗ SΠ−1(3),3
α, (gt3)α−1

).

3.3 Complexity Analysis

The parameters of interest are: i) setup complexity: O(n log n), ii) size of public key:
O(n), iii) size of the dealer key: O(n log n), iv) complexity of proof: O(1), v) proof
size: O(1), and vi) verification cost: O(1). The setup complexity, public key size, dealer
key size, proof size, and verification cost all are straightforward from the protocol. It
would appear that proof creation requires O(log n) complexity because it must find the
dummy node that separates the leaf nodes corresponding to i and j. However, this node
is simply the nearest common ancestor (NCA) of these leaf nodes. It is possible to pre-
process the tree in linear time to allow finding the NCA in O(1) time using the data
structure of Harel and Tarjan [25]. Note that this pre-processing would be done during
the setup.
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Reducing the Size of the Public Key to O(1). With a slight increase in the proof size
(and in the verification cost), it is possible to reduce the public key size to O(1). The
key to this modification is that the querier only needs to know the values G, gs, gs′

, gs+
i ,

and gs−
j when verifying the proof for Π(i) < Π(j). The linear part of the key is the

+ and− values. In the modified scheme the public key consists of G, gs, gs′
, pk where

pk is a public key associated with a signature scheme. The owner signs each piece
(along with meta-information about the component) of the original public key with its
signature key and gives it to the dealer. When the dealer creates the proof, it simply
sends the needed pieces (along with their signatures) to the verifier. More formally, the
dealer appends the following values to the proof: (i, +, gs+

i ), Signpk(i|| + ||gs+
i ) and

(j,−, gs−
j ), Signpk(j|| − ||gs−

j ).

3.4 Proof of Security

The correctness follows from: let (dk, pk)← SETUP(Π, 1κ), let i and j be two iden-
tities such that Π(i) < Π(j), and let (β, γ) ← PROVE(i, j, dk, pk). Now, e(β, γ) =

e(g
α(ss

+
i

+s′s−
j

)

tk , g
tk
α ) = e(g, g)ss+

i +s′s−
j = e(gs, gs+

i ) ∗ e(gs′
, gs−

j ).

Security against Dishonest Dealer. Suppose that the scheme, Λ, is not secure against
a dishonest dealer; that is there exists a polynomial-time adversaryA such that
Pr[Expdealer-forge

Λ,A (1κ, Π)] = 1] > 1
p(κ) for some polynomial p(κ). We will show

how to construct an adversary B with black box access to A that solves the CLS with
non-negligible probability.

Given an instance of CLS, we are given G = [q, G, GT , g, e] and ga, gb, gc, and
gd. Algorithm A will produce a forgery for some pair of values, but as the choice of
which pair of values is unknown, algorithm B will randomly pick two values î, ĵ such
that Π(ĵ) < Π (̂i). We will ensure that the public key and dealer key given to A will
be distributed identically to the real protocol, and since there are only O(n2) pairs
of values, B will guess which pair that A will produce a forgery with non-negligible
probability.
B chooses values r+

1 , . . . , r+
n , r−1 , . . . , r−n , r1, . . . , rn−1 uniformly from Z�

q . We im-

plicitly set s = a, s′ = c, s+

î
= b and s−

ĵ
= d. Note that a forgery proving that Π (̂i) <

Π(ĵ), would require creating two values ge and gf such that e(ge, gf ) = e(g, g)ab+cd,
which solves the CLS problem.

Moreover, we implicitly set

s+
k =

⎧
⎨

⎩

cr+
k : Π(k) < Π (̂i)
b : Π(k) = Π (̂i)

r+
k : Π(k) > Π (̂i)

s−k =

⎧
⎨

⎩

r−k : Π(k) < Π(ĵ)
d : Π(k) = Π(ĵ)

ar−k : Π(k) > Π(ĵ)

Given a tree vertex vk, denote as 
k the rightmost leaf node in the left subtree of vk.
If Π(ĵ) ≤ Π(
k) we set tk = ark and otherwise we set tk = crk . It is important
to notice that we cannot generate many of the above values, but we can generate all
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B(1κ, G, ga, gb, gc, gd)

î, ĵ
U← [1, n]

(pk, dk)← PGen(1κ, Π, î, ĵ)
(i, j, cert = (α, β))← A(1κ, Π, dk, pk)

If i = î and j = ĵ output α, β
else output FAIL

Fig. 4. Algorithm B

values gs+
k , gs−

k , and gtk . Furthermore, each s+
k , s−k , and tk are distributed identically

to the values chosen in the protocol. All that is left to show is how to compute Rk,m and
Sk,m. Let k be an identity in the left subtree of vm, then we need to be able to compute

Rk,m = g
ss

+
k

tm = g
as

+
k

tm , there are two cases to consider: i) Π(ĵ) ≤ Π(
m): In this case

tm = arm, and thus Rk,m = g
as

+
k

arm = g
s
+
k

rm , and ii) Π(ĵ) > Π(
m): Since ĵ is after

m, then tm = crm and Π(k) ≤ Π(
m) < Π(ĵ) < Π (̂i), thus s+

k = cr+
k , and hence,

Rk,m = g
acr

+
k

crm = g
ar

+
k

rm .
Let k be an identity in the right subtree of vm, then we need to be able to compute

Sk,m = g
s′s−

k
tm = g

cs
−
k

tm , there are two cases to consider: i) Π(ĵ) ≤ Π(
m): In this case
tm = arm. Also, since k is in the right subtree of vm, we know that Π(ĵ) < Π(k),

thus s−k = ar−k , and hence, Sk,m = g
car

−
k

arm = g
cr

−
k

rm , and ii) Π(ĵ) > Π(
m): In this

case tm = crm, and thus Sk,m = g
cs

−
k

crm = g
s
−
k

rm .
Let PGen(1κ, Π, î, ĵ) be the procedure described above for computing pk and dk.

Algorithm B works as described in Figure 4.
If B does not output FAIL and A succeeds in producing a forgery, then B will solve

the CLS. Now,

Pr[ExpCLS
B (1κ) = 1] = Pr[Expdealer-forge

Λ,A (1κ, Π) = 1 ∧ B(1κ,G, ga, gb, gc, gd) �= FAIL]

Regardless of B’s choice for î and ĵ the public key and dealer key produced by
B is distributed identically. Thus these two events are independent, and the former’s
probability is ≥ 1

p(κ) and the latter’s probability is ≥ 1
n2 . Thus Pr[ExpCLSB(1κ) =

1] ≥ 1
n2p(κ) which is not negligible. �

Zero Knowledge Queries. The proof of zero knowledge queries rests on the certifi-
cates produced by PROVE(i, j, pk, dk) being distributed identically to tuples of the

form {gr−1(ss+
i +s′s−

j ), gr) : r ← Z�
q}. This follows because the certificate is of the

form (Ri,k
α ∗ Sj,k

α, (gtk)α−1
) = (g

α(ss
+
i

+s′s−
j

)

tk , g
tk
α ) where α

U← Z
�
q . Let ρ = tk

α ,

in this case the certificate is simply (gρ−1(ss+
i +s′s−

j ), gρ). Now ρ and r are distributed
identically, because α is a randomly chosen value uniformly from Z�

q . Thus the claim
follows.
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Given the above observation, the simulator will operate as follows: it will do the same
random setup to produce its own pk, dk. The public key will be chosen identically to
that in the real protocol (since it is generated in the same manner). A difference is that
the simulator knows the values of s, s′, s+

1 , s−1 , etc. And so, the simulator can prove any
relationship between any pairs of values. When the client asks for a specific proof, the
simulator gets the correct response using its oracle to π and then produces a proof that is
distributed identically to the real proof. The specific simulator, SIMπ

A(1κ), is described
formally below:

Simulator Setup: The simulator does the following steps:

1. G← BGen(1κ)
2. s, s′, s+

1 , . . . , s+
n , s−1 , . . . , s−n

U← Zq

3. pk := G, gs, gs′
, gs+

1 , . . . , gs+
n , gs−

1 , . . . , gs−
n

4. The simulator givesA the public key pk.

Query responses: When A queries for the relationship between i and j, the simulator
uses its oracle access to π to determine the relationship between the two values. Without
loss of generality suppose that Π(i) < Π(j). The simulator then does the following:

Choose r
U← Z�

q , and return (gr−1(ss+
i +s′s−

j ), gr).
Now, VIEWΛ

A(1κ, B1, . . . , Bn, Π) consists of pk and several certificates. Now pk is
generated by the same process in both the simulator and the real protocol, and thus these
are distributed identically. Furthermore, the certificates also have the same distribution.
Thus these views are distributed identically. �

4 Extensions

4.1 Min/Max Queries

Consider the following authenticated range minimum query (RMQ) problem: a user
wants to query for the position of the minimum element among Π(i), Π(i + 1), Π(i +
2), · · · , Π(j), where i < j are two query parameters. We use RMQ(i, j) to denote the
position k such that Π(k) = mini≤p≤j Π(p).

To return authenticated k = RMQ(i, j) without leaking Π , a naive method is: For
each p ∈ [i, k − 1] ∪ [k + 1, j], the dealer sends to the user a proof that Π(k) < Π(p).
This naive approach has a complexity of O(n). More efficient solution can be obtained
using the technique of Cartesian trees [43]. In the Cartesian tree for Π , each tree node
vi has two keys: i and Π(i). The tree is organized in a unique way that: it is a binary
search tree under the first keys, and a minimum heap under the second keys. In Gabow,
Bentley and Tarjan [18], it was shown that the Cartesian tree for Π can be constructed
in O(n) time, and RMQ(i, j) = LCA(i, j), where LCA(i, j) is the least (or lowest)
common ancestor of nodes vi and vj in the Cartesian tree. Therefore, it is sufficient to
prove that vk (where k = RMQ(i, j)) is the lowest common ancestor of vi and vj , with
the requirement that the structure of the Cartesian tree is not leaked.

To prove that node vk is the lowest common ancestor of vi and vj , it is equivalent to
prove that:
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1. vk is an ancestor of vi;
2. vk is an ancestor of vj ;
3. vk’s left child (if it exists) is not an ancestor of vj ;
4. vk’s right child (if it exists) is not an ancestor of vi.

Property (1) and (2) can be easily tested in the following way [39,26]: A node u is a
proper ancestor of a node v if and only if the preorder number [27] of u is smaller
than the preorder number [27] of v, and the postorder number of u is bigger than the
postorder number of v. Therefore, the owner can define two new mappings Π1(i) =
preorder number of vi, and Π2(i) = postorder number of vi, and then let the dealer to
run the authenticated secure comparison protocol to prove (1) and (2) based on Π1 and
Π2. Property (3) can be tested by showing that the postorder number of the left child of
vk is smaller than the postorder number of the left child of vj . Note that we can add one
or two dummy children as new leaves to each tree node to make sure each tree node has
two children. Similarly, property (4) can be tested by comparing the preorder numbers
of the right children of vk and vi. To generate efficient proofs for property (3) and (4),
let T ′ be the new Cartesian tree with added dummy leaves, then the owner can define
two new mappings Π3 and Π4, where Π3(i) is the preorder number of the left child of
vi in T ′, and Π4(i) is the postorder number of the right child of vi in T ′. The dealer
then runs the authenticated secure comparison protocol to prove property (3) and (4)
based on Π3 and Π4. The complexity for proving the LCA and RMQ is then reduced
to O(1).

4.2 Extension to Partial Orders

Given a partial order, it is possible to decompose the partial order into the intersection of
a group of t total orders, and the dimension of a partial order is the minimum such t. In
this section we describe a technique for extending the system to d-dimensional partial
orders where the decomposition into d total orders is known. Unfortunately, comput-
ing the dimension of a partial order is NP-complete [44]. However, there are some cases
where computing the dimension (and the decomposition) is efficient. For example, trees
have dimension at most 2, and the decomposition is straightforward. Also, partial orders
whose transitive reduction is a planar graph have dimension at most 3, and the decom-
position can be computed in linear time [40]. Furthermore, if the transitive reduction
is 4-colorable then the dimension is at most 4 [40]. Thus the following section extends
the previous scheme to any partial order where the decomposition into total orders is
known, which is significantly more general than the protocol in section 3.2. It is impor-
tant to note that the following scheme does not need a minimal decomposition, however
a non-minimal decomposition leads to a less efficient scheme.

Specifically, we represent the partial order over [1, n] as d total order Π1, . . . , Πd.
Moreover, if

∧d
i=1 Πi(k) < Πi(j), then we say that k is less than j. However, if

∃i1, i2 ∈ [1, d] : Πi1(k) < Πi1(j) and Πi2(j) < Πi2(k), then we say that j and k
are incomparable. Proving statements of the form “k is less than j” is straightforward,
we utilize d versions of the scheme outlined in section 3.2, one for each of the d dimen-
sions. If “k is less than j’, then the dealer will be able to prove this statement for all
dimensions. The interesting part of this protocol is creating a proof that two elements
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are incomparable. If j and k are incomparable, then there will be a pair, Πd1 and Πd2 of
partial orders where Πd1(k) < Πd1(j) and Πd2(j) < Πd2(k), and thus it would appear
that all that needs to be done is to use the schemes for dimensions d1 and d2 to prove
both of these statements. Unfortunately, this reveals additional information, namely it
would reveal the specific dimensions to the querier. To hide this information we will ap-
ply the scheme to all d-dimensions a second time, and furthermore use the same values
s, s′, s+

1 , . . . , s+
n , s−1 , . . . , s−n for each dimension. With this approach the dealer will be

able to prove that “k is less than j” and that “j is less than k” for incomparable values.
However, for comparable values the dealer would not be able to generate such proofs.

The scheme requires O(d) versions of the original protocol. Thus the size of the
public key is O(dn) and the size of the dealer key is O(dn log n). The size of a proof
that Π(i) < Π(j) is O(d) and the size of a proof of incompatibility is O(1). Note that a
zero-knowledge incompatibility proof based on range proof protocols for commitments
would result in a proof size of O(d). Therefore, our scheme has a significant advantage
for proving incompatibility efficiently.

An authenticated outsourced private secure comparisons for partial orders consists
of five algorithms (POSETUP, POPROV ELT, POPROV EIN, POV RFY LT,
POV RFY IN), which correspond to setup, proving less than, proving incomparabil-
ity, verifying less than, and verifying incomparability.

Before describing the scheme formally, we define two variations of the Setup proto-
col in section 3.2. These variations allow us to specify some of the parameters used by
the setup algorithm.

1. SETUP(G, Π, 1κ): This does all of the steps in setup, but uses the group G instead
of creating its own group.

2. SETUP(G, Π, 1κ, s, s′, s+
1 , . . . , s+

n , s−1 , . . . , s−n ): This does all of the steps in
SETUP, but uses the group G instead of creating its own group, and uses the
values s, s′, s+

1 , . . . , s+
n , s−1 , . . . , s−n instead of generating its own parameters.

The actual protocols are as follows:

– POSETUP Run BGen(1κ) to obtain G = [q, G, GT , g, e]. For each j = 1 to d
run SETUP(G, Πj , 1κ) and denote the keys as (pkj , dkj).

Furthermore, choose 2n+2 values from Zq and denote them by s, s′, s+
1 , . . . , s+

n ,
s−1 , . . . , s−n For each j = 1 to d run SETUP(G, Πj , 1κ, s, s′, s+

1 , . . . , s+
n , s−1 ,

. . . , s−n ) and denote the keys as (p̂kj, d̂kj). Note that p̂kj is the same for all di-

mensions j ∈ [1, d], and thus it is denoted simply as p̂k. The keys defined by setup
are as follows:
• Public Key pk: pk1, . . . , pkd, p̂k
• Dealer Key dk: dk1, . . . , dkd, d̂k1, . . . , d̂kd

– POPROVELT When given i, j, pk, and dk such that i is less than j. For all

 ∈ [1, d], Π	(i) < Π	(j). Thus for each dimensions 
 ∈ [1, d], the dealer creates
cert	 = PROVE(i, j, pk	, dk	). The certificate is cert1, . . . , certd.

– POVRFYLT When given i, j, pk, and cert = cert1, . . . , certd, the verification
algorithm checks whether VRFY(i, j, pk, cert	) accepts for all dimensions 
 ∈
[1, d]. If so, then this outputs 1 and accepts the certificate, and otherwise this rejects
the certificate and outputs 0.
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– POPROVEIN When given i, j, pk, and dk such that i is incomparable with j.
There exists total orders Πd1 and Πd2 such that Πd1(i) < Πd1(j) and Πd2(j) <

Πd2(i). The dealer creates certi,j = PROVE(i, j, p̂k, dkd1) and certj,i =
PROVE(j, i, p̂k, dkd2) . The certificate is (certi,j , certj,i).

– POVRFYIN When given i, j, pk, and cert = (certi,j , certj,i), the verification
algorithm checks whether VRFY(i, j, p̂k, certi,j) and VRFY(j, i, p̂k, certj,i). If
both accept, then this outputs 1 and otherwise it outputs 0.

5 Related Work

Hacigümüş [24] proposed the database outsourcing framework. Devanbu et al. [15] con-
sidered the query result integrity verification problem for basic operators (e.g., Selection,
Projection, Union, etc) in outsourced databases, based on the Merkle hash tree technique
[33]. Mykletun et al. [34] used signature aggregation approaches (Condensed-RSA and
BGLS [3]) to authenticate the SELECT query result. Narasimha and Tsudik [35] used
signature aggregation and chaining to verify the query result completeness for basic op-
erators in outsourced databases. Cheng, Pang and Tan [10] also used a similar signature
chain approach to verify the completeness of multi-dimensional query results. Their
signature chain approaches [35,10] to verify query result completeness leaks some data
tuples outside the query result. Pang and Tan [36] proposed a repeated hashing approach
to solve the data leakage problem in verifying query result completeness. Their approach
can also handle range aggregate operators (like COUNT, SUM and MAX/MIN). Using
a similar method, Cheng and Tan [11] considered the problem of authenticating k near-
est neighbor queries. Chen et al. [9] addressed the completeness verification problem in
a different access control model. Although the scheme of Pang and Tan [36] can be used
to authenticate range aggregate query result, their approach leaks information other than
the query results. Haber et al. [23] also provided schemes to authenticate query results,
but their schemes still leak information other than the query results. Other related work
on database outsourcing include authenticate dynamic outsourced databases [30,20],
authenticated data structures [19,21,37], and query result freshness [30].

For the secure authenticated comparison problem, the closest work is range proof
[32,16,4,31,22,5,45,8]: Given a commitment of a secret, a range proof is a zero-
knowledge protocol to prove that the committed secret belongs to a specific range.
Using range proof, one can solve the secure authenticated comparison problem in the
following way: Let Commit(x, r) represent a commitment of a secret x, where r is a
random number. The commitment scheme can be either Pedersen commitment [38] or
Fujisaki-Okamoto commitment [17,14], depending on the range proof protocol used.

Note that those commitment schemes are homomorphic, i.e.,
Commit(x1, r1)/Commit(x2, r2) = Commit(x1 − x2, r1 − r2). The owner signs

the commitments Commit(Π(i), ri) of Π(i) for every i, makes them public, and then
sends ri’s to the dealer. Whenever a user asks for comparing Π(i) and Π(j), the
dealer gives a zero-knowledge proof to convince the user that the secret hidden by
Commit(Π(i), ri) is smaller or bigger than the secret hidden by Commit(Π(j), rj)
using a range proof. For example, to prove that Π(i) < Π(j), one can prove that the
secret in Commit(Π(j), rj)/Commit(Π(i), ri) is in the range [1, n− 1].
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The complexity for generating the range proof (in terms of modular exponentiations
and final proof size) is O(log n) if the range proof protocol is based on the classic bit-
by-bit approach [32,16]. Note that it is possible to make the proof size constant using the
scheme of Boudot [4], Lipmaa [31], Groth [22], or Yuen et al. [45]. Note that the proof
size generated by the protocol of Camenisch, Chaabouni and shelat [5] (later improved
by Chaabouni, Lipmaa and shelat [8]) can also be constant for the secure authenticated
comparison problem (see the following subsection). In the following section, we argue
that the range proof based approach is less efficient than our scheme for the secure
authenticated comparison problem.

5.1 A More Exact Comparison with Previous Work

Our protocol is non-interactive without assuming the random oracle model [1,7]. Most
of the previous protocols [4,31,22,5] are 3-round Σ-protocols [12] if the random oracle
model is not allowed. Moreover, they are honest-verifier zero-knowledge unless assum-
ing random oracle model or applying some general transformation (e.g., the 4-round
general zero-knowledge transformation for certain Σ-protocols by Cramer et al. [13]).
The only previous range proof that is non-interactive without random oracle is due to
Yuen et al. [45].

Now consider the exact proof sizes of our protocol and the previous ones. We will
use |G| to denote the number of bits to represent a group element in G. We follow the
parameters in Camenisch, Chaabouni and shelat [5], e.g., |G| = 256, |GT | = 3072, and
|Zp| = 256 for the bilinear groups G, GT of prime order p.

In our protocol, only two group elements in G are sent to the user, so the proof size
is 2|G| = 512 bits.

Using the protocol of Camenisch, Chaabouni and shelat [5], the most efficient proof
size is achieved when u = n and l = 1 in their paper (recall that their basic protocol
proves that a committed secret lies in [0, ul)). The solution is sketched below.

– SETUP: The owner sends n−1 Boneh-Boyen signatures [2] (secure against chosen
message attack) to the dealer, the signatures are for messages 1, 2, 3, · · · , n − 1.
For each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the owner commits the rank Π(i) to Ci, signs Ci using any
signature scheme, and publishes Ci and its signature.

– PROVE: To show that Π(i) < Π(j), the dealer can prove in zero knowledge that
it possesses a signature for the secret in Cj/Ci. This is sound because Cj/Ci is
a commitment of Π(j) − Π(i), which belongs to the interval [1, n − 1]. If the
dealer wants to fake a proof, then it needs to forge a signature for some integer in
[−n + 1,−1].

The proof size by this approach is 4608 bits. Note that Camenisch and Lysyanskaya’s
signature scheme [6] also has an efficient signature possession proof that can be used
in a way similar to the above scheme, but it is less efficient than the one by Camenisch,
Chaabouni and shelat [5].

Other approaches by Boudot [4], Lipmaa [31], Groth [22] are much less efficient in
the query stage, because of the needs to use 3072-bit RSA keys to match the security of
our protocol and Camenisch et al.’s [5]. For example, under the random oracle model,
Lipmaa’s sum of four squares protocol [31] requires about 30720 + 5

2 log2 (n− 1) bits
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to do the non-negativeness proof. Groth’s sum of three squares improvement [22] re-
quires about 23936 + 2 log2 (4n− 3) bits. The protocol of Yuen et al. [45] requires
27648 bits, whose size is more than 50 times larger than our 512-bit proof size.

Therefore, our protocol can be viewed as a non-interactive protocol that uses much
smaller query-stage proof size, while increasing server space from O(n) to O(n log n).

6 Conclusion/Future Work

In this paper we give a protocol for outsourced comparisons, where the dealer has to
prove that the answers are correct and all that is revealed to the querier is the outcome
of the comparison queries. We give a protocol for comparisons over total orders for n
items, where the proof size is O(1) and the dealer is required to store O(n log n) values.
The security of our approach is based on a new assumption, the Computational Linear
Splitting Assumption, which may be of independent interest.
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A Proof of CLS Assumption

Lemma 1. In the generic group model, the probability that an adversary that performs

k operations solves the CLS problem is at most 5(k+2)2

q .

Proof: We keep track of two lists, L = {(Fi, λi)} and LT = {(Fi,T , λi,T )}, of inter-
nal/external representation pairs. Initially, we choose five random external representa-
tions corresponding to the internal representations: 1, A, B, C, D. The lists are updated
according to the procedures listed below:
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– Group Action in G: Given internal representation F1 and F2, compute F ′ = F1 +
F2. If (F ′, λ) ∈ L respond with λ. Otherwise choose a new value λ, add (F ′, λ) to
L, and respond with λ.

– Inversion in G: Given internal representation F , compute F ′ = −F . If (F ′, λ) ∈ L
respond with λ. Otherwise choose a new value λ, add (F ′, λ) to L, and respond
with λ.

– Group Action/Inversion in GT : Do the same process as for G, except use LT .
– Bilinear Map: Given internal representation F1 and F2, compute F ′ = F1 ∗ F2. If

(F ′, λ) ∈ LT respond with λ. Otherwise choose a new value λ, add (F ′, λ) to LT ,
and respond with λ.

Eventually, the adversary outputs a pair of external representations σ1 and σ2. If σi is
not an external representation contained in L, then create a new internal representation
F = Ei and add F, σi to L. Clearly, all internal representations in L (resp LT ) have
degree≤ 1 (resp 2). We proceed by showing that the above lists are consistent, and then
bound the probability that B’s answer is a solution to CLS. We assign random values
to A, B, C, and D. We also assign random values to E1 and E2 if necessary. It was
shown in [41] that a d-degree nonzero polynomial in a group of order q will evaluate
to 0 with probability at most d

q when the variables of the polynomial. A corollary to
this observation is that two non-equal polynomials of degree d will evaluate to the same
value for a random assignment of variables with probability at most 1

q .
The first type of inconsistency would be two internal representations F and G in L

such that F �= G, but F (a, b, c, d, e1, e2) = G(a, b, c, d, e1, e2). By the results in [41],
this only happens with probability at most 1

q . And since there are at most k + 2 pairs in

L, the probability of this happening for any pair is at most (k+2)2

q .
The second type of inconsistency would occur if there is two internal representations

FT and GT in LT such that FT �= GT by FT (a, b, c, d) = GT (a, b, c, d). Now each
polynomial in LT has degree at most 2, and thus the probability that two specific poly-
nomials cause an inconsistency is at most 2

q . And since there are at most k pairs in LT ,

the probability of this happening for any pair is at most 2k2

q .
Finally, we show that it is unlikely that there are two polynomials, F and G, in L

such that F (a, b, c, d, e1, e2) ∗G(a, b, c, d, e1, e2) = ab+ cd. This would imply that the
answer returned by the adversary does not solve the CLS. All polynomials in L have
degree one. Also, there are no two one-degree polynomials over (A, B, C, D, E1, E2)
such that their product is the polynomial AB + CD. Consider the polynomial
F (A, B, C, D, E1, E2)∗G(A, B, C, D, E1, E2)−AB−CD. By the above, this is not
the zero polynomial, and it has at most degree 2. Thus given a random assignment to
the variables will produce a value of 0 with at most probability 2

q . By the union bound,

the probability of this happening for any pair is at most 2(k+2)2

q .
Thus the probability of any of the three events above happening is at most

5(k+2)2

q . �
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